
Oxy Jet Leo Delux

OXY JET LEO DELUX By the application of pulsed oxygen pressure injections, active 
formulations are “shot” deep into the skin -without needles, gently, effectively and safely! 
Confirmed by the German “Fraunhofer Institute for Biomedical Technology”: 60-times 
increased penetration of special preparations and formation of a deposit in the deep 
layers of the skin. Confirmed by the English “Cornwall Dermatology Research Institute, 
Peninsula Medical School, Truro”: Up to 3-times increased penetration of special drugs in 
the treatment of skin cancer nodes.

Excellent treatment results can be obtained for:
· wrinkle formation
· atrophic skin
· pigmentation disorders
· acne and impure skin
· scars and stretchmarks

Tools to be used: 
OXYclear: DEEPLY CLEANSED AND FRESH
OXYjet: NEEDLE-FREE INJECTION
OXYtone: NATURALLY TIGHT IS BEAUTIFUL
CRYO2: COLDNESS AGAINST DULL SKIN
OXYdiamond: DIAMONDS FOR A “NATURAL GLOW’
OXYspray: FIRST AID IN THE CASE OF IRRITATED SKIN
BIO2LIGHT: MORE THAN OXYGEN



The so formed deposit of active ingredients deep in the skin unfolds its positive 
effects over a long time. At the same time the oxygen provides the skin with 
new energy and freshness.

OXY JET ABSOLUTE EFFECTS volume booster
Cleans and clarifies intensively with enzymes and urea. Reduces the depth of 
facial expression lines relaxing the facial muscles and regenerates the collagen 
and lipid structures in the dermis resp. hypodermis, immediately fills lines and 
gives the skin a youthful volume. Tightens the facial contours and softens swell-
ing through the synergy of cold and pure oxygen.

OXY JET ABSOLUTE EFFECTS energy reload 
Suitable for every skin type, quickly refreshes the complexion, softens and 
smoothes out fine lines. Ideal after frequent sunbathing, after illness, stress and 
after intensive peelings. In short, whenever the skin needs its freshness and 
vitality back.The optimal treatment for a lunch break, quick and effective. Ideally 
suited for men’s’ skin. Cleans and clarifies intensively with enzymes and urea.
Makes the skin immediately appear smooth, circulation is improved and the 
complexion has a fresh, healthy and rosy tint from the combination of micro-en-
capsulated oxygen, hyaluronic acid and high-dose of vitamins.

OXY JET ABSOLUTE EFFECTS brightening correctionFor skin with irregular 
pigmentation, ideal for the treatment of age spots. Enzymatically and gently 
clears the complexion and removes dead skin cells. Fights single pigmentation 
marks. The skin complexion as a whole looks brighter and fresher. Stimulates 
the skin’s own collagen synthesis and protects against premature aging of the 
skin and lifts the facial contours

Oxyjet face treatments

80 min / 1050 kn € 139,36

70 min / 1050 kn € 139,36

70 min / 1050 kn € 139,36



OXY JET ABSOLUTE EFFECTS sensitive balance
For skin prone to sensitivity and irritation. Relieves redness and inflamma-
tion, increases the resistance of blood capillaries and thus ensures a uniform 
appearance of the skin. Moreover, it intensively moisturizes and smoothes dry 
lines. Optimal care for the skin prone to imperfections.

OXY JET ABSOLUTE EFFECTS purifying control 
For impure skin at any age. Reduces swellings, lines and fine wrinkles and im-
mediately provides a younger and fresh complexion of the eye area.

SPECIAL eye vitalizer 
A quick-fix treatment for the eye area.
Reduces swellings, lines and fine wrinkles and immediately provides a younger 
and fresher complexion of the eye area.

SPECIAL lip booster 
Reduces the depth of lip lines.For a well defined lip contour and naturally full lips

45 min / 850 kn € 112,81

50 min / 690 kn € 91,58

30 min / 350 kn € 46,45

30 min / 350 kn € 46,45




